New Enclosed Cabinet
No. 46
(Closed)

This Cabinet is a beautiful article of furniture handsomely finished, and when closed presents no suggestion of a Sewing Machine.

The entire front of the cabinet is hinged and, when opened to the left, ample room is afforded the user for working the machine. The door is provided on the inside with a fitted tray and commodious drawer, the former for holding thread, scissors, and accessories, the latter for unfinished work, etc. When not in use the machine is lowered beneath the table top.

New Enclosed Cabinet
No. 46
(Open)

The following machines can be supplied on this style of cabinet work:

127K Vibrating Shuttle with Long Bobbin.
15K Vertical Oscillating Hook with large Central Bobbin.
66K Horizontal Oscillating Hook with large Stationary Bobbin.

For prices see page 6 of supplement.
Cabinet Table (Drop-Head)
on Stand with Wooden Sides, in
Brown Mission, Golden Oak or
Walnut

This new stand with wooden sides is designed
to harmonise with the Singer Cabinet Table.
When not in use the Machine can be lowered
beneath the top of the table and the extension
leaf folded over.
The following machines can be supplied on this
style of cabinet work:

127K Vibrating Shuttle with Long
Bobbin.
15K Vertical Oscillating Hook with
large Central Bobbin.
60K Horizontal Oscillating Hook
with large Stationary Bobbin.
These tables can also be supplied with 3 or 7
drawers, if preferred.

For Prices see page 3 of supplement

One-Drawer Drop-Leaf
Table with Cover

Singer Machines on this type of cabinet
work form a prominent feature in thou-
sands of homes. Their enduring qualities
are in every way worthy of the famous
Singer reputation.
Singer construction is not for a year or two years,
but for a lifetime's easy and economical sewing.
The following machines can be supplied on this
style of cabinet work:

127K Vibrating Shuttle with Long
Bobbin.
15K Vertical Oscillating Hook with
large Central Bobbin.
60K Horizontal Oscillating Hook
with large Stationary Bobbin.

For Prices see page 3 of supplement
Singer 99K
Hand Machine

THIS is the lightest Lock-stitch Hand Machine, gracefully designed, silent and easy running, and will give a life-time’s good service on all kinds of domestic sewing.

The small detachable Extension Leaf greatly assists the operator in handling material while stitching.

Have one on FREE TRIAL—or if you prefer, on RENTAL for a short period.

The following Hand Machines can also be supplied:

127K Vibrating Shuttle with Long Bobbin.
128K Vertical Oscillating Hook with large Central Bobbin.
66K Horizontal Oscillating Hook with large Stationary Bobbin.

For Prices see page 4 of supplement

Singer 15K, 66K and 99K Portable Electrics

PLACED on a table anywhere, it only requires to be connected to an electric lamp socket or wall plug to be ready for sewing.

Light pressure of the knee against a conveniently placed lever starts the machine—the pressure exercised controls the speed. There is no need to touch the wheel in starting or stopping—both hands are perfectly free to guide the work.

The Singerlight, a neat little lamp at the back of the machine, throws its light just where required and prevents eyestrain.

The small detachable Extension Leaf greatly assists the operator in handling material while stitching.

For Prices see page 5 of supplement
The New No. 40 Table

with 66K Electric Complete

THE finishing touch of convenience is added to the 66K Electric when fitted on this beautiful table. With it the machine is operated in the utmost comfort, both hands being free to guide the work.

The local Singer Shop will gladly demonstrate this model to you without any obligation whatever, or it can be sent to your home for FREE TRIAL.

For Prices see page 6 of supplement

The New No. 40 Table (Closed)

WHEN closed, with the knee lever turned up out of sight, the New No. 40 is a most useful and artistic table.

Fold back the "leaves" of the table top, lift the head of the machine to its sewing position, plug into an electric lamp socket or wall point, and in a moment this elegant article of furniture is transformed into a highly efficient All-Electric Sewing Machine, as shown on the opposite page.
HOW TO TRANSFORM YOUR SINGER INTO AN ELECTRIC MACHINE

Fit it with a Singer Motor and a Singerlight

Singer Electric Motor.

ONE screw fixes the motor to your machine. The motor is simplicity itself. Connect to a lamp socket or wall-plug and you are ready to sew by electricity.

The machine sews when light pressure is applied to the foot control and gains speed as pressure is increased. No need to touch the wheel; the machine always starts in the right direction.

Any Singer salesman will gladly demonstrate this motor in your own home on your own machine if you will call or write to the local Singer Shop.

For illustrations of Singerlight, see pages 7 and 8.

For Prices see page 6 of supplement

Dressmaker's Machine
15K on One-Drawer Drop-Leaf Table and Cover

THE machine is fitted with oscillating shuttle mechanism, is very strong, and specially suited for dressmakers. As the treadle stand is fitted with a large band wheel, high speed is easily attained.

If desired, the machine can be fitted for electric drive, thus considerably increasing its efficiency.

For Prices see page 7 of supplement
Tailor's Machine
31K15 on Ball-Bearing Stand

This machine is fitted with a knee lever, and can be run at high speed. The end and back leaf table, with both leaves up, is 48 inches long and 25 inches wide, giving ample room for the work. Nos. 16K and 44K Machines can also be supplied on the same style of table.

Any of the above machines can be fitted with a motor for electric drive.

For Prices see page 7 of supplement

Shoe-Repairer's Machine
29K53 for Shoe Repairing and General Leather Stitching

Has side wheel and upper feed, which feeds the work in any direction. A spiral spring permits of easy adjustment of the pressure and lift of the feeding foot; the lower arm is 12 1/2" in length.

The improved shuttle mechanism can be easily detached from the machine in the case of repair.

For Prices see page 7 of supplement
There is always a Singer Shop near you

[Paragraphs discussing the convenience of having a Singer shop nearby for advice and replacement parts]

You will be delighted with the dainty Sewing you can do with the aid of Singer Attachments

[Images of Singer Attachments]

[Additional paragraphs discussing the benefits of using Singer Attachments]
WHERE SINGER SEWING MACHINES ARE MADE

THE CLOCK TOWER

SINGER FACTORY • CLYDEBANK • SCOTLAND

WORKERS LEAVING FACTORY

K 2964